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When most people think of survival, they envision a dystopian wasteland full of marauding tribes 
and mutated people due to nuclear radiation. Proof of this is found in the popularity of television 
programming related to zombies, doomsday prepping and the like. Then some, those that study 
survival and bushcraft and have some sort of skills useful for survival, for the most part envision a 
picture of wilderness living where they will ultimately be forced to try and live off the land. Maybe 
you fall somewhere in between those views? Regardless of your point of view, survival is hard. In 
fact, the Merriam Webster Dictionary defines survival as “the state or fact of continuing to live or 
exist especially in spite of difficult conditions” - no mention of a life or death situation necessarily, 
merely a potential series of difficult conditions.

When we apply this definition to a training scenario such as a survival course like those offered my 
school, where students are made to go into the wilderness with minimal gear to build a shelter, make
fire by friction off the landscape and purify all their own water,  we find that there are students on 
two ends of the spectrum; those that have difficulty addressing the priorities of survival which are 
fire, shelter, water, safety and food and then there are those that, as Nessmuk referred to it, “smooth 
it” and have no difficulty with the course. In this we find that one man's survival is another man's 
camping trip. Survival, at least for the majority is subjective. We can change how we view survival 
and the difficulties we encounter through proper training, this training increases our confidence 
which leads us into another definition, that of Self-Reliance. Self Reliant is defined as “confident in 
your own abilities and able to do things for yourself: not needing help from other people” so we see 
that once we are confident in our own abilities and are able to do things for ourselves, we no longer 
view the tasks of addressing survival priorities as a difficult task- challenging perhaps due to the 
physicality needed- but not difficult to complete. 

So struggling or having difficulties taking care of yourself in the outdoors means you are surviving 
the ordeal while confidence in your ability to take care of yourself means you are self reliant. Seems
easy enough? We must strive to be self-reliant! I'd like to share with you a plan to help you achieve 
self-reliance, especially as it relates to the priorities of survival. 

1) Train Like it's Real
When you decide to go out specifically on a training jaunt or you take a class- treat it like every 
situation is real. Purposely limit your gear to what we refer to as the 5 C's which are Cutting Tool, 
Cover, Container, Cordage and Combustion Device. Purposely deprive yourself of water by 
imposing rules like “Once my current canteen of water is drank, I cannot have more water until I 
make a fire to boil it”. In the the more advanced survival course I run at my school we have at times 
required students to first build their shelters from natural materials and they only receive one bottle 
of water for the day. Depending on the shelter style, this can take anywhere from four to eight hours,
regardless of weather conditions. After they build a suitable shelter, they are then tasked with 
creating a fire by primitive means, this first means they try bow drill and if they are unable to 
complete it within an assigned time they then have the option of finding a hard rock off the 
landscape to make a flint and steel fire. They then spend the rest of the evening trying to hydrate. 



Once your body becomes dehydrated it's very, very difficult
to catch back up to normal hydration levels. Having to boil
each bottle of water before you ingest it isn't the hard part,
it's waiting for that water to cool down enough to drink it!
Not to mention during this time there has been no food or
snacks- any food they ingest must also be found off the land.
It's typically not until lunch time the second day that people
begin grumbling about the lack of food. The massive calorie
expenditure of the shelter build and the constant maintenance
of the fire to purify enough water to remain hydrated catches
up with most by then. It's at that time blood sugar levels
begin to fall and mistakes begin to occur. People become lethargic, foggy in thought, lose manual 
dexterity and many are still weakened from not maintaining proper body hydration due to the 
difficulty of doing so. Add to these actions varying weather conditions and you have a realistic 
survival training scenario.

2) Don't Cheat Yourself
I see it all the time, someone goes into their garage to make a bow drill fire every day for a week 
and proclaims they have now nearly mastered the technique. The sad reality is that they're using 
mixtures of store bought, kiln dried woods or woods they collected in the wild and aged in their 
garage protected from the elements. That's not real! It's one thing to do that to practice the skill to 
establish proper technique and muscle memory, I think that is wonderful- but do not expect to go 
grab wood off the landscape and “bust out a coal” on the fly. The ability to do that is an earned skill 
and it's perishable, if you don't use it, you will lose it. Once you achieve the ability to make a 
friction fire when you're out camping- make it real for survival by exhausting yourself before 
attempting it the next time. Anything less is just cheating yourself. Cut and chop a couple ricks of 
wood or build a natural shelter off the landscape, then try it- train real and when you need it for real,
the skills and confidence will be there, THAT is self reliance.

Jason's Preferred 5 C's
My most carried 5 C Item's for survival are:

1) Cutting Tool: Campcraft Colonel a true one-tool option survival knife that is full tang, 
carbon steel, 1/8” thick with a 6” blade capable of performing any survival task from 
processing wood and game to smashing through a brick wall and cutting copper pipe! 

2) Combustion Device: I carry an orange or yellow lighter along with a 6” ferro rod, fire-starter
which I make myself and a magnifying lens or stick of fatwood.

3) Cover: I normally rely on the 5'x7' emergency blanket as I have used them for so many 
years. In the winter I prefer a 9'x9' oilskin tarp and in summer I prefer a sil-nylon. I prefer 
larger tarps as I like to have a larger work-space. 

4) Container: I only carry single wall stainless steel containers along with a cup of some sort.
5) Cordage: I like tarred bank line, #36 as well as paracord. I use paracord for all my ridgelines 

and bank-line for everything else. I carry 30-40ft of paracord along with at least 100ft of 
bankline at any given time. 

https://www.campcraftoutdoors.com/product-page/the-colonel-1


3) Buy Once, Cry Once
Perhaps one of the biggest mistakes made by those training
in survival is their refusal to get quality equipment. Quality
gear can cover up a lot of mistakes. In our consumer driven
society, we just figure we can buy ten cheap knives for the
price of one good one, more is better after all right? Not
when it comes to betting your life on the gear you carry!
There are differences between knives used for survival,
those used for bushcraft and other utility purposes. A
Survival knife, should be a carbon steel blade such as 5160,
1095 or 01 which will enable you to use the knife steel as a
striker for flint, which will also sharpen a bit easier in the
field. The knife should have a non-serrated blade that should be at least five inches long, should be 
full tang with a non-coated blade, a ninety degree sharpened spine. In my opinion, a survival knife 
does not need to be thicker than 1/8” thick. Those sized at 5/32” or 3/16” thick blades are heavy and 
become annoying very fast, but certain conditions may warrant a thicker blade. A knife, this robust 
will enable you to use it as a one tool option- if this was your only tool, you could virtually do it all 
considering that you should not necessarily be completing fine carving tasks such as making spoons 
and wooden hinges in a survival situation. A knife with these recommended features will be able to 
process game of any size, baton through wood up to 4” in diameter and still enable you to escape a 
building by hacking through a wall should you have to. 

There are many knives out there that fit these specific criteria nowadays. A good “survival” knife 
will cost you anywhere from $100 to $300+ depending on selected options such as sheaths, handle 
materials and colors, etc. This far exceeds what many believe to be reasonable, but what is your life 
potentially worth? Invaluable right? So, save up for more than a week and by one time so you only 
cry about it one time. Buy heirloom quality gear that will last long enough to pass to your kids. Plus,
quality knives hold their value and come with a lifetime warranty as well.   

This same mentality applies to the shelter you decide to use. Don't settle for the cheap plastic tarp, 



get something that will truly last that can not only shelter you but serve as a hammock, water 
catchment or backpack when needed. Some of the best options for this type of long term survival 
type usage are made from oil cloth also called oil skin, a material that has been prized by woodsmen
for centuries. Tent Smiths (www.tentsmiths.com) is a maker of authentic, period accurate tents, tarps
and other tools prized by woodsmen, survivalists and experimental archaeologists alike. They offer 
an oil skin tarp in a variety of sizes that, while heavy as compared to the sil-nylon used by 
backpackers, is far more resilient when used off trail in the wilderness where the thorns and briers 
reside. 

4) Achieve Confidence
Confidence in your abilities to provide for yourself is ultimately the difference between surviving 
and being self-reliant, so make every effort to push yourself beyond your normal limits. This is 
difficult for some because we crave comfort and allow ourselves a certain amount of slack. In that 
case, take a course that will challenge you up to and nudge you beyond your limits, for that is the 
only way that you can grow and still be in a safe environment where there are trained instructors and
medical staff. What you'll find in time is that you begin to become more comfortable in the woods 
with less and less equipment each time you go and what some refer to as “the suck” you begin to 
embrace as an inconvenient camping experience. Hone your core skills to the point where they are 
almost thoughtless to you and you'll begin to experience true self reliance and that is the Reality of 
Survival. 

http://www.tentsmiths.com/

